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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Scope of the Problem 
Disposition, as it is used in this settL~g, is the process of return-
ing the recovered or improved mental patient to the community. This is 
considered to have several connotations which are of importance to the 
patient, his family, the hospital, and the com.munity. 
To the patient, it means that he is given a chance to prove to him-
self his ability to function adequately in a community setting. To the 
family, it means the return home of a loved one, and a tremendous decrease 
in anxiety. To the hospital, it means that a moral responsibility has 
been met in the rehabilitation of the mental patient to the point where 
it is believed that an adjustment can be made in a complex society. To 
the community, it means that psychiatry is meeting its obligations. An-
" other reason enhancing the urgenc,y of this study is the increased need for 
psychiatric facilities for neuropsychiatric casualities, intensified by 
the last war and the present Korean conflict. 
I 
In 1949 there were only 680,915 neuropsychiatric beds for an estimated 
8,500,000 psychiatric cases in the United States. The per ca. pita cost of ,1 
maintaining a veteran in the Veterans Administration Hospital is approxi-
mately $2,155.00 per year.1 Here at Bedford, the immediate need of 
1 Statistics Pertinent to Psychiatry in the United States. 
for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Report No. 7, March 1949. 
Groups 
·~~~-----~======~~============================= 
1 
-1 placing as many eligible patients as possible into the community is indi- · 
cated by the extensive waiting list of eighty-one veterans with a service-
connected disability, and 255 veterans with a non-service-connected dis-
ability. 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to ascertain what percentage of patients 
included in this series may be able to make a community adjustment, and 
'I 
under what conditions will they best function. Further impetus is given 
1
1 
I 
this survey by the Chief of Professional Services, who is greatly concerned 
with the over-all need of more available beds for veterans who are waiting I 
mental hospital treatment. He feels that a partial solution to the problek 
is the early return of able patients to the community, and expresses him-
self thus: "The particular function of hospitals is the protection and 
treatment of mentally ill persons during temporary periods of 'crisis' in 
the course of their illness." He expands on this by adding: 11It is both 
possible and desirable to return such persons to the community early, even 
though full remission of symptoms has not yet been achieved. n2 
It is expected that the answers to the following questions will be 
determined by this survey: (1) What are the physical and mental limita-
tions of the patients considered for disposition; (2) What problems are il 
encountered in the process of planning; and (3) What was the social worker' ~ 
role in working through these problems in the past and what may be her role~ 
in t": ~~:::tH:::::::s:f~::::~~sychiatric Association Mental Hospital 11 
Service, Washington, D.C., 1950. Jl 
II 
I 
· I 
I 
~~~~ I 
With the increased demand for treatment in a neuropsychiatric facility~ 
a group of four second-year social work students, at the suggestion of the 
permanent Social Service staff, undertook a disposition survey to discover 
what positive qualities can be uncovered, and what negative factors may be 
decreased or eliminated entirely by an active social service approach. 
The patients studied were chosen irrespective of wards, years of service, 
ages, and illness. The group included every patient who is presently in 
the hospital, and who were admitted between the dates August 16, 1944, and 
February 25, 1946. 
In this series there were two hundred patients, and each member 
team assumed responsibility for fifty cases. Mr. Robert Simmons, a 
of the jl 
second~ II 
year student at the Boston University School of Social Work, has the first 
part, which includes those patients admitted between August 16, 1944, and 
January 1, 1945, inclusive. Mr. Bernard Pendleton, also of the Boston 
University School of Social Work, has the second approach, which deals withlf 
I 
the patients admitted from January 15, 1945, to July 10, 1945. The writerll 
has the third group of fifty cases who were admitted between July 11, 1945, 11 
and November 5, 1945. Miss Dorothy Shorey, a second-year student at the II 
II 
Simmons College School of Social Work, has the fourth and last segment of 
the study, which includes patients admitted from November 6, 1945, to 
February 2, 1946. 
Although the goal of the group project was the same, each member bad 
his individual approach to this problem. Group meetings under the direc-
tion of Mr. Chsf'·les S. Rose, t...h.e research worker of the regular Social 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Ji 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
Service staff, were utilized to discuss general problems that arose in the 
process of gathering the material for this study. 
Students who are engaged in a similar study in this setting are two 
second-year Boston College students: Mr. Richard V. Kinsella and Mr. Leo 
J. Allessandrini. 5 
The regular Social Service staff is currently engaged in a related 
I 
study with a group of patients admitted to the Bedford Veterans Adminis- II 
tration Hospital from 1946 to 1951. It was felt that a team approach 
would be more effective, in that more patients could be reached and that 
the results would be more conclusive. 
Method 
This is Part III of a group project. The data upon which this sur-
vey is based was obtained from the hospital clinical records, visiting 
records, Social Service records, and the doctor's evaluation. The clini-
cal records were used to disclose information about the patient's previous 
hospitalizations, his ward adjustment, and definitive treatment. The 
correspondence records were used to supply identifying information, such 
as the dates of armed service, age, marital status, religion, competency, 
and pension status. The visiting records were to reflect the attitudes 
,I 
II 
5 Richard V. Kinsella, "Case Studies of Disposition at the Veterans 
Adninistration Hospital, Bedford, Massachusetts." Unpublished Master's I' 
Thesis, Bosmn College School of Social Work, 1952. II 
Leo J. Allessandrini, "A Presentation of Five Case Studies of Men-
tally Ill Patients Cons:id ered to Have Made an Adequate Social Adjustment II 
in the Community, Followi..11.g Treatment in the Bedford Veterans Administra- 1 
tion Neuropsychiatric Hospital With Particular Reference to the Social 
Worker's Role." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston College School of 
Social Work, 1952. 
4 
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of relatives toward the patients by the regularity or irregularity of 
visits. The Social Service files illustrated the way this service had 
been utilized by the patient and the results attained. The patient's 
respective doctor was consulted in the matter of giving an evaluation of 
the potentialities that the patient might possess for community living, 
and under what circumstances he would best function. 
The information for this study was gathered by means of a schedule, 
which is located in the Appendix. This schedule was formulated by con-
tributions made by eaCh member of the group. The case presentations are 
those which the writer felt would afford sufficient descriptive material 
for an appraisal of the quantitative study. 
Limitations 
The records from which this material was gathered have not been kept 
primarily for research on the problem of disposition and are, in most in-
stances, ver,y brief and cannot afford an extensive picture of the patient's 
potentialities at this point. The time of this survey (October 1, 1951 
to March 1, 1952) was a restricting factor am served to limit the series 
to fiftq cases . 
I 
i\ 
II 
Ji 
!I 
I' 
I' 
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CHAPTER II 
INFO~l!TION ABOUT THE HOSPITAL 
The Veterans Administration Hospital at Bedford, Massachusetts,1 was 
established in 1928 as a neuropsychiatric facility for war and peace-time 
veterans. The original hospital allowed for the treatment of male patients 
only. In 1947 treatment was extended to female veterans. The present 
hospital capacity is 1,805, and four per cent of the patients are women. 
The first patients to this hospital were transfers from the West Rox-
bury Hospital, which for several years had been leased from the city of 
Boston. Within a short time following its completion, the Bedford Veterans 
Hospital was filled to its capacity and the need for expansion soon became 
apparent. Patients are accepted for treatment from eastern Massachusetts, 
Rhode Isla:rrl, New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, and northern Connecticut. In 
the procedure of admitting patients, preference is given in the following 
order: (1) to emergency cases, (2) to veterans with service-connected dis-
abilities, and (3) to veterans with non-service-connected disabilities. 
This preference extended to the patients is limited to the admitting pro-
cedure only. After the patient is in the hospital, he receives the same 
considerat:i:cn as the rest of the patients. 
A service-connected disability is one which results from a disease or 
injury L~curred in, or aggravated by, military or naval service in the line 
of duty. The service-connected veteran receives a monthly pension or 
1 Oval Mirror, Twentieth Anniversary, 1928 - 1948, Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital, Bedford, Massachusetts, May 1948. 
I 
6 
compensation which is awarded according to the degree of disability. For 
a 100 per cent disability, the veteran receiveS $150.00 monthly; for a ten 
per cent disability, he receives $15.00 per month. This pension may be 
modified periodically, depending on the condition of the veteran. In Oiler 
to receive a pension for a non-service-connected disability, or for a dis-
ability not incurred in or aggravated by active military service, the pa-
tient must be permanently andtotally disabled and credited with ninety days 
or more of service. For a non-service-connected disability, the veteran 
usually receives a fixed sum of $60.00 p~r month.2 
Commitment to and Release from Bedford 
Patients are co~~itted to Bedford UU1der the laws of the state from 
which they are committed. Commitments are of three types: (1) volunt~ 
commitment; (2) temporary commitment, and (5) regular commitment. In the 
voluntary commitment, the patient alone requests hospitalization for him-
self and may request his release. If the members of the medical staff 
feel that the patient is not ready for discharge, the,y must arrange for a 
temporary or regular commitment. 
Tenpora.ry commitments are for ten days or thirty days, for the purpose 
I 
of observation and stuqy of the patient. The ten-day commitment requires 
the s:ignature of someone in the legal or medical profession; the thirty-day ! 
commitmerrt requires a court order signed by the Judge of tre Probate Court. ll 
Under the tanporary commitments, the patient must be released at the end l1 
2 Federal Benefits Available to Veterans and Their Dependents As of 
October 15, 1950. Veterans Administration Information Service. 
c='---'=-- ----
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of the designated period of time. Again, if the medical staff does not 
feel that he is able to leave the hospital, they must arrange for another 
commitment. 
Regular co~mitment is for an indefinite period of time. It requires 
a court order and the signature of two doctors not connected with the hos-
pi tal. 
In all forms of L~voluntary commitment, it is desired that the patient's 
relatives either request or consent to hospitalization. 
The patient may leave the hospital by trial visit, elopement (escape), 
medical discharge, discharge against medical advice (A.M.A.), and transfer 
to another hospital. 
In modes of release other than trial visit, the hospital does not 
usually take responsibility for the patient -- except in the course of an 
elopement, when every effort is made to find the patient and have him re-
turned to the hospital. Occasionally, a patient who adjusts well during 
the time that he is on elopement status may be changed to trial visit sta-
tus or he may be discharged when he does not return. Discharge not pre-
ceded by trial visit usually takes place when the patient is on a voluntary 
or temporary commitment. Although the hospital is not responsible for dis-
charged patients, social work activity which has been started before dis- I 
charge is sometimes continued when it i -s felt to be of benefit to the 
patient. 
Discharge against medical advice is when the relatives of the patient 
request his release and the medical staff feel·s that this patient would 
improve with further hospitalization. The hospital is at liberty to re-
fuse such a request when it is felt that the patient would be dangerous 
to himself or to others in the community, a~ when the patient is considered 
to be homicidal or suicidal. 
Finally, patients are discharged when they are transferred to another 
hospital. 
Treatment 
All known forms of psychiatric treatment are available at this hospital. 
Treatment is provided on an individual and group basis in the forrn of psy-
chotherapy, insulin shock therapy, electro-shock therapy, narco-synthesis, 
and lobotomy. Whenever special treatment-s such as shock treatments and 
lobotomy are considered necessary for particular patients, permission is 
sought from the nearest relative or guardian. Because the majority of 
patients in this series have had insulin or electric -shock treatments, and 
two patients have had lobotomies, the writer deems it of import to give a 
brief description of the shock therapies and lobotomy. 
Electric shock treatment is widely used for t,rpes of mental illness 
where the emotional life of the patient has been grossly disturbed. It is 
' accomplished by the passage of a carefully controlled electric current 
through the brain of the patient • 
Insulin shock treatment consists of daily injections of increasing 
doses of insulin to induce coma. This treatment requires considerable 
skill in administration; it is of value in a certain proportion of patients 
suffering from schizophrenia. 
----
·-- ..... -
Lobotomy involves a neurosurgical operation wherein nerve fibers in 
~~==========================~ 
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the fore portion of the brain are severed on both sides. 5 
The auxiliary services consist of Social Service, Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation Service, Vocational Rehabilitation, Educational Train- 11 
11 
' ing, and the various shops which proYide :;:a tients with the oppor t-.1ni ties to 'I 
continue to exercise skills they knew prior to admission, or to learn new 
skills. 
The Physical Medicine Rehabilitation Service provides the patient with 
the following services: 
a) Physical Therapy concerns itself with the management of the disease 
by physical agents such as heat, light, electricity, water, and mech-
anical apparatus. 
b) Corrective Therapy includes systematic, progressive exercises and 
activities, individually administered, and designed to aid the treat-
ment. of the patient in both social adjustment -and physical correction. 
c) Occupational Therapy is available in six shops and provides activity, 
mental and physical, for the specific purpose of contributing to or 
hastening the patient's return to reality. 
d) Educational Therapy offers nttmerous courses either as refresher 
studies or in preparation for a trade or occupation. 
II 
Since Social Service is discussed in the next chapter, no consideratio-q 
will be given to it here. 
Other Services and Personnel 
Other than the specific treatment f acilities, the patients are pro-
10 
5 Oval Mirror , Twentieth .Anniversary, 1928 - 1948, Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital, Bedford, Massa~husetts, May 1948. 
============================~~==~=== 
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vided with recreational entertainment which serves as an outlet for their 
excessive energies end interest. Included in the recreational program are ! 
such activities as movies, parties, dances, supervised sports, sightseeing 
trips, hobby clubs, patients' orchestra ~~ glee club, and other profes-
siona.l and amateur entertainment. The more disturbed patients have these 
extra benefits brought to the ward. 
The hospital is well staffed with regular personnel and students in 
training to contribute warmth and acceptance to the patient's feeling of 
well being, as well as to his mental rehabilitation. 
t 12 
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CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL SERVICE ACTIVITY AND PRE-RELEASE PLANNING 
In order for the increasing hospital population to receive the bene-
1 fits of Social Service, it was necessary for this department to expand. 
Until May 1944 there was but one social worker assigned to this department. 1 
Presently the staff includes one chief, two case supervisors, one family 
care worker, seven case workers, and for nine months of the year there are 
six second-year students placed there. Because of the growth of this de-
partment, the policy was inaugurated in 1946 of assigning each new admis-
sion to a social worker who would continue service to this patient, when 
1 indicated, throughout the period of his hospitalization. Before this time 
the numerical limitations of the Social Service staff rendered it incapable 
of serving every admission; thus there are patients in the hospital who 
have lacked the benefits of Social Service entirely. Upon the specific 
request of the patient, his doctor, or the patient's relatives, Social Ser- 11 
vice has been extended in these cases. Others have been referred for pre-
trial visit planning, or trial visit supervision. 
One of the goals of treatment is the ultimate return of the patient to 
the community. The social worker is concerned chiefly with the social and 
/[ personal difficulties of the patient as they may affect his ability to get 
the most out of treatment, and the degree to which they affect his social 
adjustment when he leaves the hospital. The social worker sees every 
patient as he is admitted to this hospital. She realizes the anxiety that 
the patient has when he enters a neuropsychiatric institution, and she 
I 
'J 15 
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11 endeavors to place the patient at ease with himself in his new environment. I' 
In this initial contact, the patient is made aware that the goal of the med-
1 
ical team is to administer treatment that \vill enable him to return to the 
community as early as possible. 
The broad activities of the Social Service program extend into the com, l 
munity to the patient's family. These people are seen at the first oppor- 1l 
t1.mity by the social worker, who attempts to decrease the inevitable anxiety! 
and concern that comes with the hospitalization of a family member. 
To produce more effective medics~ treatment for the patient, it is 
necessary for the doctors to know as much about the past experiences of the 
patient as possible, and how these experiences have affected him; therefore, 
II 
it is necessary for the social worker to turn to the patient's family for a 
psychiatric social history, which aids the medical team in treating the ill-1 
ness of tm individual. I 
The social worker is recognized as being the liaison between the patient 
and his family. As a result of such family contact, the case worker is 
able to bring to the attention of the hospital any emotional or situational 
problems that might affect the patient's future adjustment. 
Other responsibilities of the social worker involve the evaluation of I 
the patient's home situation, and the preparation of the family for the re- I; 
turn of the patient, as well as the interpretation of the level at which thel 
patient may be able to adjust. I 
Finally, a major project of the Social Service Department is that of I 
offering trial visit supervision to the patient when he leaves the hospital.
11 The responsibility of this institution does not necessarily end when the 
14 
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II 
patient leaves the grounds, but extends for a reasonable period thereafter. II 
This is done to assist the patient with any problems that may arise in his 
efforts to re-establish himself in the co~~ity. 
Since the ult imate goal of the hospit al is to bring about sufficient 
improvemerrt in the patient's condition so that he may once again resume a 
happy and useful life at home, several types of visits can be arranged for 
the patients who have improved sufficiently. These are described as fol-
lows: 
A recreational outing is a leave that is extended for a few hours only; 
A pass is an absence for not mare than twen~~-four hours; 
A leave of absence is granted for more than twen~J-four hours, but not 
more than t wo weeks (however, an extension of this may be given t wice 
II in succession, after which tre patient's status is changed to that of 
li trial visit) • 
Patients on trial visit may enjoy an absence for a period of ninety days. 
If at the end of this time the patient maintains his ability to adjust !1 
I 
in the community, he is extended an additional ninet,r days. He may 
continue to receive extension of his trial visit until a year has 
passed, then he is discharged from this hospital. It is also possible 
spending a. night, which renews the date of trial visit. 
15 
Family Care 
Another nesource is the Family Care Plan, 1 which may be used as a ther-
1 
apeutic or custodial measure. Family Care i ·s the act of placing patients 
in foster homes or homes other than their own. 
Here at Bedford, the Family Care Program was established in August 1949 
when a patient was placed in a Family Care home. This patient is still in 
t he home and has returned to the hospital on several occasions to have 
dental work only done. 
The management believed that many patients could leave the hospital 
and adjust in the community, but because they had no families or their 
families refused to accept them, these patients remained in the hospital 
until a plan of placement could be made. The Family Care program offered 
to many patients the chance to be members of the community in good standing, 
, a~ it meant that new beds were made available to other veterans, particu-
larly those who were acutely ill. 
When the Family Care Program began at this hospital, it was designed 
to offer more than custodial care homes, but it was desired that the place-
ment be a therapeutic one, even though many of the patients placed on Family 
Care had been hospitalized for twenty or thirty years. 
The Family Care Plan has een successful because of the tremendous 
amount of work involved in the selectDn of the home, preparing the care-
taker for the patient, and preparing the patient for the home. A social 
worker has administered supervision of the patient while he was in the com-
munity. 
1 The FamilY- Care worker at the Bedford Veterans Hospital, Edward J. 
Sanders, suppliea the writer with information about the Plan in this setting. 
The steps in placement are as follows: I As soon as the Family Care ap-
plice.nt has expressed an interest in tm program, the home-finder visits the 
applicant and explains the program and gives a brief picture of the hospital. 
1 Many applicants still are of the opinion that mental patients are dangerous, 
assaultive individuals and wonder how safe it is to have a patient in the 
home. It is necessary to interpret in $imple lay terminology the manifes-
tation of mental illness and explain the anticipated therapeutic benefits 
for a patient in such a setting. 
The patient must be accepted as another member of the family. He is 
1 to enjoy the freedom of the house and mingle with the various members of the 
family. This also means that he is to receive three meals a day and is to 
eat them with the family. 
It is necessar,r to explain the caretaker's responsibility in the care 
and supervision of patients, and the mutual sharing of responsibilit,y for 
the patient with the hospital. It is also necessary to reassure them of 
II 
1
1 
the constant availability of the hospital staff, especially when an emer-
J gency arises regarding the patient. The process of close supervision by 
Social Service is explained, and the help that the social worker and the 
hospital staff will give in the care of the patient. 
The physical location and physical values of the home are appraised. 
1 ~ This is very important, but is actually secondary to the family itself. 
During the investigation, the social worker tries to learn the emotional 
needs of the prospective caretaker in wanting a patient or patients in her 
home. 
The homes are approved or rejected by a Family Care Board, which con-
16 
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sists of the _ chief social worker, two case supervisors, the home-finder, 
and a social worker in whose territory the home is located. 
II 
Every possible 1 
effort is made to evaluate the home. All members of the family and their 
interplay are discussed and evaluated. References are checked, and all 
families are cleared through the Board of Probation and the Social Service 
Index. 
Referrals of patients for a Family Care placement come from the ward 
physicians in charge of the patients. However, some referrals might come 
1 from other members of the medical staff. It is not the practice of the 
Bedford Veterans Hospital to place any patients in foster homes who are al-
1 
coholics, addicted to drugs, homicidal or sulcidal. The fact that a patient 
I 
might have been alcoholic in the past does not eliminate him if a review of -
his record shows that he has had parole privileges for some time and has not 
abused these privileges. The patient's resources are checked to see that 
sufficient funds are available for board and room. Approval is obtained 
for placement from guardians or responsible relatives. 
The patient is assigned to the social worker who will supervise him in 
his Family Care home. Intensive case work, especially 'vith the chronic 
patient, is usually necessary to prepare the patient for the transition 
from hospital to communi~3 life. 
When the patient is placed in the Family Care home, the social worker 
sees the patient once a week. After the patient has been in the community 
1 
for several weeks, the intensity of visits by the social worker gradually 
tapers off as the patient demonstrates his ability to adjust in the home 
and the community. When it is felt that the patient has finally adjusted 
----·'=====-~====~============= 
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to the home situation, he is usually seen once a month by the social worker 
unless an emergency arises. 
Hester B. Crutcher summarizes the Family Care Plan thus: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
it releases space for other patients in need of specialized treat-
ment and for those from whom the community needs protection; 
it provides care at less cost than hospital maintenance; and 
a large proportion of patients make a relatively permanent and sat- ' 
isfactory adjustment.2 
Case Work Activity With the Patients Studied 
The patients in this series were admitted to this hospital prior to 
1946, when the polic.y of assigning each new aQmission to a social worker was 
effected. It is interesting to note, however, that only eleven patients 
in this group lacked the benefits of Social Service activity entirely. Of 
the eleven patients, nine are considered as being asocial and practically 
Ll'laccessible. Of the remaining two, one vall be considered as probable 
disposition material after another course of electric shock therapy, and it 
is felt that a social worker would be to the patient's advantage in pre-
release planning. The last patient is one about whom the doctor doesn't 
seem too optimistic . These two cases will be presented in Chapter IV. 
There were twenty-five cases referred to Social Service for trial visit 
' planning. Of these, the social worker was able to effect a plan in twenty-
one cases. None of the patients remained out of the hospital for a year. 
One patient returned because of an accident in which he fell from a hayloft, 
a distance of twenty-five feet, and resulted in a spinal injury. Another 
was returned because of the death of his father, which was upsetting to him. 
2 Hester B. Crutcher, Foster Home Care for Mental Patients. New York : 
The Commonwealth Fund, 19,.o=4.1=-· ·===--
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One other patient returned for dental treatment; and one patient who was 
on Family Care was returned for alcoholism and the drinking of hair tonic. 
The rest returned for reasons having to do with their psychotic symptoms. 
A few patients returned voluntarily, and others were returned by relatives 
at the instruction of the social worker. 
Practically all of these patients have experienced some type of hos-
pital leave, if nothing but recreational outings with interested relatives. ' 
Other than the twenty-one patients who have had trial visits, t welve have 
had leaves of absence, seven have had recreational outings, one generally 
goes on pass, and nine have had no leave at all. 
Kind of Leave 
Trial visits 
Passes 
TABLE I 
TYPES OF LEAVES 
Leave of absence 
Recreational outings 
None 
Total 
Number 
21 
1 
12 
7 
...]. 
50 
In the four instances where Social Service was unsuccessful in effect-
ing trial visit, two families found it inconvenient to have the patient at 
home during this period, but planned to have them on trial visit later in 
t be yee.r. Presently one of the families is accepting the patient home on 
week-ends. Ano~her family refused to have the patient home because of 
crowded living conditions. The fourth f amily refused to have the patient 
l9 
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out of the hospital under any ciraumstances and they also refused to talk 
with the social worker. 
Other activity engaged in by Social Service was the recommendation of 
1 the patients' families for veterans' housing projects. There were patients ·~! 
II 
II who were referred for the orientation of their relatives, for 
li social histories, and in one instance it was requested by the 
II Also i n this group were patients who needed Social Service to 
I 
psychiatric 
II lobotomy st aff "':I 
explain the 
1 prescribed shock therapy to their families and to seek permission for the 
recommended treatment. The social wo:rker worked with a number of patients 
who had very definite social and personal problems and she assisted them in 
finding probable solutions. Several patients were members of a group psy-
chotherapy project directed by Social Service. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF CASE DATA AND CASE MATERIAL 
This is a statistical presentation of the study of the f i fty cases 
with regar d to the material gathered from the clinical, Social Service, cor-
respondence and visiting records, and from consultations with the patients' 
respective doctor s. 
Attention will be given to the following f actors : 
1. Periods of armed service 
2. The length of armed service 
5. Diagnosis and treatment 
4. Ages of the patients studied 
5. Previous hospitalizations 
6. The length of hospitalization 
7. The doctor's evaluation of the patient 
8. Educational and occupational status 
9. Income, competency, and disbursal of income 
10. Civil status and case illustrations. 
Of the patients studied, eleven are veterans of World War I, thirty-
eight are veterans of World War II, and one is a veteran of both World 
War I and II. (See Table II.) 
The length of service varied from three months to four years a.nd nine 
months. The patient who served in both World Wars had a total of seven 
months of service. He served for five months in World War I, and for two 
months in World War II. (See Table III.) 
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TABLE II 
W.ARS SERVED 
War of Serv1ce 
World War I 
World War II 
World War I and II 
Total 
TABLE III 
LENGTH OF SERVICE 
Length of Service 
3 to 7 months 
8 to 12 months 
13 to 17 months 
18 to 22 months 
23 to 27 months 
28 to 32 months 
33 to 37 months 
38 t o 42 months 
45 to 47 months 
48 to 52 months 
I:: I!; to 57 months '-''-
Total 
Number 
11 
38 
_]. 
50 
Number 
8 
7 
4 
6 
10 
1 
4 
6 
2 
1 
_1 
50 
II Schizophrenia was the chief diagnosis in forty-one of the cases. 
Among the remaining nine, the diagnosis was distributed evenly between the 
organic illnesses and the affective disorders, with only one case of alco-
holism manifested by psychotic reactions. Although drinking was found in 
ma.ny of the cases, it was not considered to be the primary problem. The 
---- =--==-
diagnostic distribution of these patients is found in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
DIAGNOSTIC DISTRIBUTION 
Diagnosis 
Schizophrenic Disorders 
Organic Psychoses 
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction 
Psychoneuroses 
Affective Disorders 
Total 
Number 
41 
4 
1 
0 
4 
50 
The majority of these patients fall in the younger age group. Thirty-
seven are under fifty years of age, and fifteen of this class are included 
in the thirty to thirty-nil1e year a.ge group. There are only thirteen pa-
tients fifty and over. Nine are in the fifty to fifty-nine group, t wo are 
in the sixty to sixty-nL~e age bracket, and the last two patients are in the 
1 ver:t advanced age r ange, with one in the seventy to seventy-nine class, and 
, the other in the eighty to eighty-nine year old group. (See Table V.) 
The preponderance of patients in the younger age group may be due to 
the dates of this series, which would place emphasis on the veterans of the 
second World War being admitted for psychiatric treatment at this time. 
The older patients are veterans who had t heir onset of ilL~ess around 1945, 
or were transferred to this facility from other hospitals during this period. 
I 
25 
24 
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TABLE V 
AGE DISTRIBUTION 
Ages Number 
25-29 9 
li 30-34 9 
li 35-39 5 
40-44 9 
45-49 4 
50-54 4 
55-59 6 
60-64 2 
65-69 0 
70-74 1 
75-79 0 
80-84 
-1 
Total 50 
Of the fifty patients, twenty- six had received some form of shock treat-
ment or neurosurgery. Eighteen had been treated with electric shock therapy. 
Four patients bad received both electric shock and insulin shock therapy. 
Two patients have had pre-~rontal lobotomies. 
TABLE VI 
TREATMENT 
Treatment Number 
Electric Shock 18 
Electric Shock and Insulin Shock 4 
Insulin Shock 2 
Loboto~ 2 
No Treatment £! 
Total 50 
25 
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Twenty-four patients have had no definitive treatment. While this 
may seem that quite a large percentage of these patients have had no shock 
treatment , it does not mean that these patients have no~ been exposed to 
other types of psychiatric treatment. A number of these patients have had 
intensive psychotherapy administered by their ward physicians. There may 
be several reasons why psychotherapy was used instead of the shock treat-
ments. Patients may have even minor cardiac conditions which may not 
seriously incapacitate them but render them physically unfit for shock 
treatment. Tuberculosis, spinal disorders, and other physical debilities 
also prevent the administration of electric shock and insulin shock 
therapies, as the patients must be in good physical condition for this type 
of treatment •• 
TABLE VII 
VISITING RECORD 
Frequency Number 
Regular 30 
Irregular 11 
No visits 2 
Total 50 
Of the patients whose families visited regularly, there were four in-
stances where the family felt free to visit while the patient was hospital-
ized, but when asked to accept him home for trial visit, refused. 
Of the patients who had irregular visitors, either the relatives lived 
in other states or were of very advanced age. In four cases where the 
- ~ ;:=-=-=-==--= 
relatives lived at a distance, there was very definite interest exhibited 
in the patient. 
Patients who had no visitors, in many instances had no families; in 
one case, there was overt rejection of the patient by his family; there were 
five instances where the patients had no visitors at all, and two instances 
where the patients received their last visits in 1950; there were also t wo 
patients who were visited last early in 1951. In five of these cases, 
, there were traces of interest shown in the patient by his family. (Refer 
to Table VII.) 
The length of hospitalization for the majority of patients vary from 
seven to nine years. There are four cases who have received hospitalize-
tion from twenty to thirty-five years; one of these patients has a series 
of six discharges from seven hospitals, after which he remained in the com-
munity for intervals ranging up to five years before seeking re-hospitali-
zation. The other three patients have received continuous hospitalization 
since World War I. Out of the group of fifty patients, thirty-one veterans 
have had previous hospital care, nineteen have had no previous treatment. 
(Refer to Tables VIII and IX.) 
TABLE VIII 
PREVIOUS HOSPITALIZATION 
Hospitalization 
Yes 
No 
Total 
='-=------=.c=---- ------
Number 
31 
19 
50 
, 2s 
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TABLE IX 
LENGTH OF HOSPITALIZATION 
Years Number 
7 to 9 
10 to 12 
15 to 15 
16 to 18 
19 to 21 
22 to 24 
25 to 27 
28 to 50 
51 to 55 
34 to 36 
57 to 39 
Total 
40 
5 
5 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
..1 
50 
Thirty-four patients in this group were considered medically unfit for 
disposition at this time , and indications pointed to their need for con-
tinued treatment. Of the thir ty-four , six had both mental and physical 
disorders; four had active tuberculosis, one was deaf and blind, and one a 
paraplegic. Seven other patients were felt to have potentials for place-
ment into the co~munity in the foreseeable future. Another group of seven 
are eligible now for trial visit (of this group, one is considered to be an 
institutionalized pat ient, the remaining six will be allowed out in shelter-
ed environments). Of the total fourteen patients - those who are now ready 
for trial visits and those who will be ready in the foreseeable fUture -
eight have been recommended by their ward physicians for Family Care. 
There are t wo patients who are presently on trial visits and both have been 
absent f rom this hospital for a period .of four months • 
27 
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TABLE X 
DOCTORS' EVALUATION 
Evaluation Number 
Medically Unfit 34 
Ready in foreseeable future 7 
Ready now 7 
Currently on Trial Visit _£ 
Total 50 
Turning to the previous occupational and educational level of these 
patients who are to be considered for trial visit in the foreseeable future, , 
we find that the highest educational attainment is the completion of four 
years of college, and the lowest known level is the completion of two years 
of high school. For occupations, there are a variety r~~ging from the 
skilled to the unskilled labor. Tables XI and XII illustrate the educa-
tional and occupational status of these patierrts. 
TABLE XI 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PATIENTS WHO WILL BE 
READY FOR DISPOSITION IN FORESEEABLE FUTURE 
Education 
Two years high school 
Three years high school 
High school and special training 
College graduate 
Unknown 
Total 
--------~-=- ==-~=~= 
Number 
1 
2 
1 
1 
E. 
7 
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TABLE XII 
PREVIOUS OCCUPATIONS OF PATIENTS WHO WILL BE 
READY FOR DISPOSITION IN THE FOR.ESEEABLE FUTURE 
Occupations Eva.luated Ability 
Leather worker Questionable 
Shipwri ght No 
Insurance salesman No 
Stenographer No 
Teacher Questionable 
Clerk Questionable 
Porter in store Yes 
Tot al 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
Regarding occupations for these patients, only one is felt able to re-
sume his previous work. With the other patients, it is questionable or 
doubtful that they will be able to r eturn to their former positions. 
Of the patients who are presently ready for trial visit , Tables XIII 
and XIV will illustrate their educational l evel and their previous occupa-
tions, along with an evaluation of their present abilities to resume this 
work. These tables also include the two patients who are presently out of 
the hospital. 
For the over-all group of fifty patients, the educational picture was 
average. A little more than fifty per cent, or twenty-six patients, were 
in the high school status; eight had not completed grammar school; three 
experienced some form of college training; and there were thirteen whose 
had 
ed- :1 
ucational attai~ments were not known. 
The occupations included five clerks, one school teacher, one salesman, J 
and one pre-medical student. The others were either factory workers or 
-·-- ==-===c -c==~~~====---=====c.=====--=======o--:i 
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in other unskilled occupations, and their potentialities for re-
1 suming their former trades are relatively nil. 
jl 
II 
11 
1/ 
'I 
II 
'I 
I 
TABLE XIII 
EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF PATIENTS WHO ARE NOW IN THE 
COA®AUN ITY AND THOSE WHO ARE PRESKNTLY READY FOR TRIAL VISIT 
Educa.tion 
Elementary school 
First year high school 
Second year high school 
Third year high school 
High school graduate 
Three years of college 
Unknown 
Total 
TABLE XIV 
Number 
l 
2 
0 
0 
2 
l 
Q 
9 
PREVIOUS OCCUPATIONS OF PATIENTS ViHO JtR.E NOW IN THE 
CO~,IDNITY AND THOSE WHO ARE PRESENTLY READY FOR TRIAL VISIT 
Occupation Evaluated Ability Number 
Band leader Yes 1 
Chauffeur No 2 
Salesman No 1 
Student Doubtful 1 
Painter No l 
Ice cream peddler Probable l 
Mecha..'Ylic Questionable l 
Pre-medical student No 1 
Total 9 
Income is an important factor in the placement of the mental patient. 
I In instances where there is no interested relative and the patient will have 
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to be placed on Family Care, there have to be adequate resources to fin~~ce 
such a living plan. Examining the financial status of these patients, 
forty-nine are receiving benefits. Forty-one receive a service- connected 
pension, eight receive a non-service-connected pension, and one veteran re-
ceives no benefits at all. 
TABLE XV 
INCOME 
Type of Income 
Service-connected 
Non-service-connected 
Indigent 
Total 
Number 
41 
8 
_1 
50 
There were no patients rated as ten per cent service-connected. They 
received the one hundred per cent disability award of $150.00. The non-
service-connected patient received the usual $60.00 per month. I 
I Out of the group of patients who received pensions, only three were felt 
to be competent to handle funds, forty-six were rated as incompetent, and 
I 
11 one patient still indigent was also r ated as incompetent. Ten of these 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
1: patients have no guardians and their money is held in a fund for them at the 1 
II hospital; seven veterans have dependent r elatives who receive their money i j 
part or whole ; thirty patients have fiduciaries. Of these fiduciaries, 
twenty-three are relatives who are serving in this capacity. The following 
t a.bles are designed to illustrate the competency of the patient and the dis- !, 
I 
bursal of the patient's i ncome. 
='~ 
TABLE XVI 
COMPETEl'ii CY 
Status 
Comp~tent 
Incompetent 
Total 
TABLE XVII 
Number 
50 
DISBURSAL OF INCOME 
Disbursal 
Fiduciary 
Hospital 
Dependent relatives 
Indigent · 
Total 
Number 
30 
12 
7 
_1. 
50 
The majority of these patients are single; eight patients are married; 
two are divorced; two are widowed; and thirty-eight are single . 
TABLE VIII 
CIVIL STATUS 
Status Number 
Single 58 
Married 8 
Divorced 2 
Widowed _g 
Total 50 
Even though the majority of these patients are single, there are only 
a few instances where there are no interested relatives in the event a plan 
of disposition is effected. II The lack of relatives, however, need not be a I' 
II 
barrier to placement if the patient can qualify for the Family Care plan or 
is able to live alone. Whenever there are rejecting relatives, they may ,/ 
operate under the conviction that the hospital is the best place for the 
patient to remain, and this type of family tends to combat every effort of 
t he hospital authorities to place the patient in the community. 
The case illustrations are those that demonstrate more clearly the fac-t 
I 
tors that either prevent placement or make disposition at this time a possi- 1 
bility. There were a group of patients who had social problems caused by I 
the families, and also patients whose problems occurred because there were 
no known relatives. Of the patients who were considered to be medically 
unfit for disposition, several cases were used to illustrate this point. 
It is felt that such illustrations serve to give the reader a better idea of 
the patients' problems and why t:t:e doctor made the conclusion that the pa-
tients are too ill for community placement. 
Several patients were expected to be ready for disposition in the fore-'· 
l 
seeable future. These cases illustrate the problems which prevent immed-
iate placement and the tapering off or gradual decrease of these problems. 
Case illustrations of patients who were evaluated as presently ready for 
disposition point out the positive factors that influenced the doctor in 
I 
I 
making this decision. Case illustrations of the patients who are on trial 1 
visit were designed to point out the possible 'strengths that enabled the 
patient to venture into the communi~. 
I 
In addition, there are two patients that the doctor felt would benefit !, 
from intensive case mrk treatment by Social Service. These cases were 
designed to point out the present condition of the patient and why the doc-
tor made these referrals. 
The following cases are those in which social factors of varying kinds ! 
persist: 
Case I 
Patient W. is a twenty-eight year old, single, service-connected veter-
~~ of World War II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction 9 par~ 
anoid type. W' s illness dates back to 1941 when he was first treated at a , 
state hospital. He improved to the point where it was feasible to induct 
~im into the .Armed Service where, after a three-month period, he regressed 1 
I. and was hospitalized at an army installation until his transfer to this hos-
pital. 
I 
I, 
Fa~i1y Situation 
The veteran is the son of an Irish mother and a Negro father. He is 
the youngest of three siblings. When he was five years old, his mother 
hurled an iron poker at him, causing a deep gash in his head. It was then 
realized that she was mentally ill. The patient was placed in an orphanage 
where he remained until the age of sixteen, when he was released. This I 
patient had considerable hostility toward his mother and he swore to kill 
her for havir:g him placed in an institution and for hitting him in the head 
with the poker. · In the meantime, there was a great deal of conflict in 
the home between mother and daughters. This situation was further compli-
1 
cated by the patient's return. 
Social Service Activity 
After the siblings grew up, they lost contact with the patient. When ! 
it was felt that the patient would benefit from trial visit, the social 
worker tried to locate the sisters and was successful in finding them liv-
ing in ~~other state. The regional office nearest them sent a worker to 
explore their feeling about accepting the patient for trial visit. The 
sisters refused to accept the patient but suggested an au_~t whom they felt 
would take him. One of the sisters had been ill for five years and was a 
recipient of public welfare. Both siblings live together in a southern 
community, in a white housing project. They also rejected the brother be-
cause of his Negro leaning and they wished to remain identified with the 
White race. Th~ did express as much interest in the patient as their 
·- --==============~~il· 
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position would allow. It was inferred that if they had to return East 
to care for their mother, they would have room for the patient. 
Doctor's Evaluation 
Presently W. is in good contact, is irritable and quite paranoid to 
the point of being disturbing to other patients. It is felt, however, 
that he will be able to leave for trial visit in the foreseeable future. 
The social factors in this case were probably responsible for the 1! 
patient's present mental condition. Favorable facmrs in this case would II 
be the :FS-tient's financial status, which would cover expenses incurred in 11 
a community placement, and the patient's doctor's evaluation that he will I 
be ready for placement in the foreseeable future. 
Unfavorable factors in this case are: (1) The attitude . of the familJi 
toward having the patient live with them; (2) the impaired health of the 
sister, which would interfere with the amount of supervision needed by W.; I 
:I 
and (5) W.'s paranoid trends tend to complicate an already complex situa-
tion. 
The following case is an instance where the rejection of the vetera11. , 
by the family was aggravated by his behavior on other visits, and a refer-
ral to Family Care is felt to be beneficial: 
Case II 
Patient c. is a thirty-four year old, single, service-connected veter 
an of World War II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, 
paranoid type. The veteran has been ill for approximately six years. 
Family Situation and Social Service Activity I 
C. has a father and a step-mother who had displayed a great deal of I 
interest in the patient. At the initiation of the Social Service worker, 1 
the patient was accepted home on trial visit after he had sufficiently 1 
improved from a lobotomy. When trial visit was effected and the patient 1 
was placed in the community, the Social Worker interviewed him and found J 
:I 
I 
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that he praised the lobotomy highly. C. stated that his tolerance of 
people had increased, although at times he is quite irritable. The pa- 1 
tient has always been hostile to Social Service, but listed it as a factor 
in his recovery. He felt that t~ acceptance of his behavior by the hos-
pital authorities, despite his assaultiveness, and the persistence of the 
social worker in returning to visit him, despite his sarcasm and hostility, 
helped his improvement. However, C. did not make a good adjustment, as 1) 
he was still quite sarcastic and threatening. On one occasion the patient 
threatened to break his step-mother's nose, which left her quite fearful 
~~ caused her to refuse him furti1er admission to her home. Other rela-
tives are equally as fearful because of similar behavior. On the patient's 
last visit to the community, he returned to the hospital seeking admission 11 
and shelter. 
Doctor' s Evaluation 
Since the patient's lobotomy, he has been given a course of electric 1 
shock treatment which left him slightly improved. C. still hears voices 
and is quite paranoid, but the doctor would approve of a Family Care place 
ment. He feels that the patient could function on a job where he worked 
alone. 
It would seem C. may possess very definite individual qualities for 
placement. It points up the need to find an environment in which such a 1 
patient can be accepted on the level at which he is able to function. 
Even though C. is not as well as the other patients recommended for trial 
visit at this time, it is felt that he may be able to adjust on a me.rginal li 
level. This conclusion is based on the doctor's evaluation. Another 
positive factor is the amount of income that C. received, which makes him 
a candidate for the Family Care plan. 
Negative f actors in this case are the conflict with the family and 
their inability to accept him at a level on which he is able to adjust. 
A Family Care placement would give C. a chance to adjust in an objective 
environment and would free him from an unpleasant home situation. 
The following case illustrates an attitude of overt, m1founded re-
jection on the part of the patient's =f=a=mi==l~y=.=============================*'======~ 
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S. is a forty-five year old, single, service-connected veteran of 
World War II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, paranoid I 
type. The veteran has been ill for a period of six years. 
Family Picture and Social Service Activity 
S. was referred to Social Service fo r pre-trial visit planning. His 
family was contacted by telephone for an appointment and an attitude of ex-
treme rejection was elicited. The family would not consent to see the 
social worker, stating that there was nothing to discuss, that they 
definitely would not consent for the patient to leave the hospital. 
Since the attitude of the family seemed unfounded, the patient was 1j 
allowed to live in a room in the community and to obtain a job as an order- 1 
ly at one of the hospitals in a nearby community. In the beginning, he 
performed his duties with great efficiency, but gradually found the work 
too much for him. S. began to complain a great deal. He objected to 
doing anything strenuous and was quite sarcastic and nasty on occasion. 
When the worker interviewed S. 1 s employer, it was stated that the patient 
had been observed to be excited and extremely nervous. He felt imposed 
upon and finally threw up the job himself. 
After leaving the job, the patient returned to the hospital. He was 
restless, jittery, apprehensive, and expressed a great deal of fear of the 
medical staff. The patient continued to regress; he felt that people 
were calling him derogatory names, he eventually became almost mute and 
was extremely combative whenever he was approached. It became necessa~r 
to transfer him to the observation ward for his own protection. As soon 
as the family found that the patient ha.d been allowed out of. the hospital, 
th~ were extremely indignant and soundly denounced the act. 
Present Picture · 
S. has been given a course of electric shock therapy and showed 
1 
slight improvement. He requested that Social Service contact his rela-
tives and ask if they would visit. · The family failed to respond to this I 
r~quest of.the patient, at;d the ca~e was.closed. S. is.stil~ too ill for 
d1scharge 1nto the commun1ty. Th1s att1tude of the fam1ly, 1f it remains, ! 
will be a definite barrier to placement • 
In this case there is an indication that strong rejection of the pa- I 
tient is the primary factor. For undiscovered reasons, there is an emo-
tional element which makes it increasingly necessary for this family to 
escape a feeling of responsibility for the patient. Examining the visit-
ing record of this patient, there were no visits listed from anyone. 
Following is a case which danonstrates the effect that the lack of 
known relatives may have on the patient: 
Case IV 
H. is a 
of World War 
ma.nic tyfe. 
first onset. 
fifty-six year old, married, non-service-connected veteran 
I. He carries a diagnosis of manic depressive psychosis, 
The patient's illness dates back to 1945, when he had his 
Family Situation 
.I 
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H. bas an estranged wife and no other relatives with whom he would 
like to live. This case was referred to Social Service for Family Care , 
planning, which was rejected by the patient. In this respect, there was 'I 
an ultimatum issued by the patient, who stated that if the hospital authorl 
ities felt him well enough for a Family Care plan, they could discharge j 
him and let him find his own room and a job, or else he will remain in the , 
institution. 
Present Condition 
I 
I 
The patient's mental condition has improved considerably; however, I 
the doctor is reluctant to release H. on his own terms. The patient works 
daily in the laundry and, in general, is making a good hospital adjustment I 
H. will be tried again to fLnd if some of his resistance to the Family Care 
plan has diminished. He receives a non-service-connected pension of $60 11 
monthly and he has funds in excess of $1,500.00. 
I 
Favorable factors in this case are the cleared mental condition of 
the patient and the financial situation, which would f acilitate a Family 
Care placement if the patient cooperates. 
Unfavorable factors in this case are the lack of an immediate family 
to which H. could return, and the trends toward i nstitutionalization that 
are depriving him of initiative and drive and causing him to be content 
with the status quo. 
The following cases are illustrations of those with mental debilities i 
that render them unfit for discharge into the community: 
Case V 
B. is a forty-six year old veteran of World War II. He carries a 
diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, hebephrenic type. The patient is 
single and his disability is service-connected. Prior to the patient's 
enlistment into the army in 1942, he had received treatment for this dis-
order at a state hospital in 1938. B. regressed after one month of serv-
ice and has since been hospitalized. 11 
Family Situation 
The veteran has an interested mother and sister, who display their 
interest by regular visits to the patient and by taking him out for recre- • 
ational outings whenever the doctor permits. It would seem that in the 
event his mental condition clears, his family would accept him home. 
Present Situation 
B.'s psychiatrist feels that his mental condition is static. The 
veteran's adjustment on the ward is 'described as being co-operative and 
cheerful until women come around, when he has a tendency to become upset 
and attempts to molest them. Even the nurses have to be protected from 
this patient, and the doctor never allows this patient alone with his 
mother and sister unless there is a male figure along. Because of this 
aggressive tendency toward females, the doctor feels that further hospital~ 
ization is indicated. 
Favorable factors in this case are t he accepting attitude of B.'s 
family. B. has a service-connected pension and has accumulated funds i n 
excess of $1,500.00. These resources would maintain the patient i n the 
cornnunity without imposing a financial hardship on his relatives. 
Unfavorable in this case is the outstanding tendency of the patient 
to molest women, which is the greatest barrier in placement at this time. 
The patient also has a suspicious attitude toward people, which would al-
low him to operate on a marginal level only. There has been no Social 
Service approach in this case, but indications are that an early approach 
by the Social Service Department would not have made placement a possi-
bility at this time. 
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Case VI 
C. is a thirty-nine year old, single, service-connected veteran of 
World ar II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, hebe-
phrenic type. C. 1 s illness dates back to 1945, when he suffered his first 
mental breakdown in service. 
Family Siv~ation and Social Service Activit~ 
Socia.l Service interviewed the mother and explored her feelings about 
having the patient home on trial visit. The mother was very accepting of : 
the patient and trial visit was effected. During the five months t hat the 
patient was in the community, he worked for fo~~ days, then left the job 1 
because he wasn 't interested. He wa.s given to frequent outbursts in the 1 home because there was too much noise. This complaint came even when 1 
everything-was quiet. C. often hit his brother and threatened his mother 
and sister, which caused him to be returned to this facility. On a recent 
visit with the patient, the mother checked him out for a walk on the hos-
pital groLLDds and impulsively C. struck and kicked her, knocking her to 
t he ground. The mother required medical treatment. In spite of this 
behavior, C.'s family still show a great deal of interest in him. 
Present Situation 
Patient c. is quite impulsive and assaultive. Because of this be-
havior, the doctor recommends continued hospitalization for the protection ; 
of the patient and others who might become the victims of his attacks. 
It would seem that the extremely warm and accepting attitude by the 
f amily is a resource that can be drawn on in case the patient improves to 
the point where he will be able to maintain his equilibrium in the commun- ; 
i ty . The financial status of the patient would provide for his economic 
needs. The mental status of the veteran, however, overshadows any posi-
tive elements for placement at this time and makes continued hospitaliza-
1 tion a necessity. , 
Case VII 
K. is a fifty-two year old, married, non-service-connected veteran 
of World War I. His first onset of mental illness dates back to 1945, 
when he was treated at a state hospital. The patient carries a diagnosis 
of schizophrenic reaction, par anoid type, with the added physical disor der s 
of deafnes s and blindness. 
I 
\== 
Fm ily Si tu.ation 
K. has a wife and a ten-year-old child, both of whom are dependent on 
him for their support. The wife receives $121.00 monthly for support, I 
of which $61.00 is a pension from a job where K. was employed as a care-
taker. The remainder is from the Veterans Administration. 
The social worker first contacted K. 1 s family to find if they would 
accept the patient home for trial visit. The wife was agreeable and the 
veteran was tried in the community. During the first three months, his 
adjustment was superb, but he eventually became nervous and irritable and 
began to suspect his wife of "putting things" in his food and felt that 
she was unfaithful. In general, K. made life very unpleasant for his 
family. The patient threatened to harm his wife; he would keep her lock-
ed in the house and w·ould insult any one who dared visit. Mrs. K. was , 
finally able to slip out of the house and call the hospital to report this l 
behavior. The wife is a frequent visitor of the patient and exhibits a 
great deal of interest. 
Doctor's Evaluation 
K. is totally blind, is quite paranoid, and indications point to the 
need of continued hospitalization. I 
In spite of the strengths of this home, it seems that the present 
mental and physical state of the patient prevents him from making even a 
marginal adjustment in the community. 
Case VIII 
P. is a forty year old, single, service-connected veteran of World 
.War II, who has been hospitalized slightly more than six years. He car-
ries a. diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, catatonic type. This patient 
became ill while in service and received treatment at several hospitals 
before his admission to Bedford, where he was discharged in 1943. How-
ever, he was unable to maintain his equilibrium and was later readmitted 
to this hospital in 1945. He was treated with electric shock theraRY 
and improved. 
Family Situation and Social Service Activity 
P.'s family is a closely knit one and consists of both parents, a 
married brother and a. niece. When the social worker, in pre-trial visit 
planning, contacted the relatives of this patient to explore their feel- 'I 
ings about accepting him home for trial visit, it was found that this plan: 
was warmly accepted by the family. 
II 
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Trial Visit Effected 
P. at first gave no trouble; he operated as though he were in a dream 
like state but ate and slept well. As his niece was always fond of her J 
uncle, she gave him considerable attention, such as shaving him and coax-
ing him to play ball with her. The veteran began to make demands on his 
niece to play with him, even though she had an engagement for the evening. I 
On this occasion, the niece played ball with him but she also kept her 
date. Later in the evening when she returned vdth her male friend, the 
patient refused to speak and retired im.rnediately to his room. The day of
1 
his return to the hospital, he refused food, threw himself down on his bed 
and was extremely quiet. He seemed pre-occupied and lay in such a r igid 
manner that he appeared dead. Suddenly he leaped out of bed and ran out 
to thefront of the house, swearing and cursing seemingly at someone. P. 
pushed the fence over with one attempt. He then jerked and kicked the 
gate post down. When his mother went toward him to reset the fence, the 
patient struck her a gla~cing blow in the back. From there, P. began to 
talk and rave wildly in a loud voice that everJ~ing was his. The neigh-
bors called the police, but in the meantime the patient struck his brother 
with the corncob that the latter was eating. When the police arrived, 
P. went quietly and asked no questions. The patient remained in the com-
munity a total of three days. 1 
Doctor's Evaluation 
Since P. 1 s return to the hospital, he has continued to regress. 
Presently the patient is a mute catatonic and constitutes a serious feed-
ing -problem. 
In spite of the favorable qualities of this home, where considerable 
insight into the patient's condition was shown, along with the correspond- II 
ing warmth and acceptance, unrecovered patients like P. may lw.ve very II 
limited qualities for adjusting. 
The following illustrations are those patients who are felt to be 
ready for trial visit in the foreseeable future: 
Case IX 
C. is a thirty-eight year old, single, service-connected veteran of 1 
World War II. The first onset of illness dates back to 1945, when he I 
hroke down in service. C. carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, l.l 
catatonic type. 
4.'2. 
I 
I 4'0 
Family Situation and Social Service Activity 
C.'s family consists of both parents and a married brother. Each I 
member of this family displays a vmrm interest in the patient's condition. 
The social worker contacted the family to get a psychiatric social history 
to be used for lobotomy purposes by the medical staff. An evaluation of 1 
the home situation by the worker indicated that the patient would be ac-
cepted for trial visit whenever t he patient's condition improved. 
Present Condition 
In December 1951, C. submitt ed to a lobotomy. His general condition 
is good. He has shown moderate change in mental behavior, in that he is 
quiet, co-operative, less tense and anxious. F\1rther improvement is ex-
pected and C. may be ready for trial visit in the foreseeable future. 
Strengths in this case are the acceptance and int~rest that the family 
I 
has shown in the patient. The financial status of the veteran indicates 
that hi s economic needs will be cared for. The mental condition of the 
patient, which is improving, makes placement a possibility in the fore- I 
i 
seeable future. I 
I 
Case X I 
Patient D. is a re- admitted veteran who, after his first dischs.rge, 11 
remained in the community three months before it became necessary to seek I 
re-hospitalization. The diagnosis at this time was psychoneurosis. The 
patient was treated for three months, when it was again felt that D. would I 
benefit from discharge into the community. After a two months' lapse, 1 
the veteran was re-admitted for the third time, which has extended until 11 
now. D. is a single, service-connected veteran. .He carries a diagnosis I 
of schizophrenic reaction, hebephrenic type, chronic, severe. His first I 
onset of illness dates back to 1945, when he received treatment at an army 
hospital. 11 
I 
Family Situation I 
The patient has an interested brother. His mother died after twenty 
five years in a mental institution ( diagnosi's unlmown) • D.'s sister is j 
presently in a mental hospital after losing one of her children by drown-
ing. The patient was a teacher in a junior high school and after his 
previous discharges from this hospital, he did not resume teaching but 1 
worked around the house. Later D. became unmanageable; he drank to ex-
cess, was restless, excitable, and destructive. It was necessary for him l 
II 
to be rett~ned when the police found him under the influence of alcohol 
and engaged in rL~ging fire alarm boxes. The patient was in handcuffs 
when returned to this institution by a court officer • 
. Present Picture and Social Service Activity 
For the last seven weeks the patient regressed, although he was 11 
oriented most of the time. His speech was frequently incoherent and af-
fect was markedly inappropriate with silly laughter. Lately the vet r an's 
mental condition began to clear up and he was put on a work detail and 
given ground privileges in the hope that he will maintain his equilibrium. I 
Because the p3.tient has shown increased ability to abstain from alcohol, 
arrl because his mental stat:us is clearing, it is felt that D. will be I 
ready for trial visit in the foreseeable future. The social worker is 
presently corresponding with another regional office to find if the brothenj 
will be able to accept the patient home on trial visit at this time. 
- I 
Favorable factors in the case are D.'s clearing mental condition, the 
ability of the patient to abstain from alcohol, and the financial status 
of the veteran. Also, D.'s tendency to remain in the community for a few ! 
months at a time may Lndicate that this case has potentials on which to 
build. 
Ca se XI 
M. is a fifty-three year old, single, service-connected veteran of 
World War I. His first onset of illness dates back to 1919, when he re-
· ceived treatment at an army hospital. The ps.tient was then discharged 
and remained in the commtmit,y for five years. Since that time he has 
been re-admitted to this facility four times and has been treated at three 
other facilities. · Presently the patient has been here since 1945. He 
carries a diagnosis of manic depressive psychosis, manic type. 
Family Situation and Social Service Activity 
The patient has an elderly sister who was contacted by the social 
worker to find if she would accept the veteran home on trial visit. The 
s i ster was apprehensive and cited i ncidents where M. had become over-
excited in the past and required hospitalization. The patient is de-
scribed as being alcoholic. M. has a police record for vagrancy and non-
payment of bills. For this reason the sister would r ather that M. remain 
i n t he hospital, but if he has to enter the community, she would pr efer 
him t o live with her. It was made clear, hO'Never, that trial visit at 1 
this time imposed a hardship and by spring she would be ready to accept hir • 
The social worker is still engaged inpre-release planning with this patien • 
_ _j 
Present Situation 
M. is described by his doctor as being an unstable manic who is not 
~ell enough at this time to leave the hospital. It i-s felt that the slow 
response that his sister gave to his leaving the institution set him off 
again. The doctor feels that the patient will be ready for a plan of 
disposition in the foreseeable future. M. is cheerful and is not con-
sidered unmanageable. 
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The 1::a tient shows a great deal of strength by being able to remain in ,, 
the community for years at a time. M.'s cheery manner aids people in ac-
cepting him. His resources would cover the expenses incurred in cormrrunity 
I 
living. 
Unfavorable factors are the advanced ·age of M.'s sister, which makes 
her less willing to assume responsibility for the patient; the veteran ' s 
tendency toward alcoholism; and M. 1 s present mental state. The length of 
the illness may be considered as a negative factor. 
Case XII 
G. is a fifty-seven year old, single , non-service-connected veteran 
of World Wax I. This is the patient's second admission to this facility, 
the first hospitalization being in 1940 when he suffered his first notice-
able episode of mental illness. G. has presently been at this facility 
for six years. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction , simple 
type. 
Family Situation· and Social Service Activity 
A Social Service 
very interested 
G.'s family consists of a f ather and two sisters. 
investigation revealed that the patient ' s t wo sisters were 
in him, but his father wa-s rejecting. 
After the patient's first discharge in 1940, he lived alone on his 
sister's farm and did his ovvn cooking. G. would make periodic shopping 
trips to town, at whiCh time he would buy groceries and alcohol and drink 
to excess. The patient wa-s finally admitted to a state hospital, where 
he was described as being combative , moody, and headstrong with mild para-
noid trends. 
I 
I 
G.'s mental condition began to clear up to the point of considering 
him for placement into the community. Because of the undesirability of 
placing the patient in the home with a rejecting f ather, the social worker ' 
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sought the approval of the sisters to place the patient in a Family Care 
home. G.'s family reacted favorably to this plan and the patient was 
placed in a boarding home. He remained a.t the first home for three months, 
when one of the caretakers became ill and wa-s unable to afford the needed 
supervision, making it necessary for the patient to be returned to the hos- · 
pital. Pl~~s were made to find another home for him in the co~munity. I 
This time G. remained in the commQ~ity for five months, when he began to 
drink alcohol and hair tonic and was also given to other odd behavior, whicli 
necessitated his return to the hospital. 
Doctor's Evaluation 
G. appears to have made a good hospital adjustment. The doctor feels, 
however , that he needs close -supervision and the patient has, at times, re- I 
sented this. Lately G. has appeared more amenable to discipline. The 
patient is working on a laundry detail and has shown an interest in plastics. 
His physici an evaluates this patient as one who will be ready for trial ' 1 
visit i n the foreseeable fi~ure. 
It seems that the lack of a family to care for G. and the need for 
close supervision in this case are Qnfavorable f actors, along with the pa-
tient's tendency to resent authority. 
The more positive elements are C.'s ability to adjust well while in 
the hospital, which may be an indicati on of how he would adjust in the com-
munity. The veteran possesses adequate financial resources to make him a 
candidate for a Family Care placement . His sisters are wi lling to con-
s ider a boarding home placement. 
The following cases are those patients who have been evaluated as 
ready for a plan of placement: 
Case XIII 
1/ 
S. is a sixty-three year old, single , non--service-connected veteran of l 
World war I. He has been hospitalized for approximately ten years. The 
patient carries a diagnosis of idiopathic epil epsy, with psychotic reac-
tions. 
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Family Situation and Social Service Activity 
S.'s family consists of two bachelor brothers and t wo unmarried sis-
ters, all above the age of six~J. The social worker contacted the f amily 
to find if they would accept the patient home on trial visit. This plan I 
was reject ed by the family becau se of crowded living quarters and because !I 
of their advanced ages, which rendered them physically unable to afford ade~ 
quate supervision for t he pati ent . 
Present Situation 
S. is an epileptic who is given to occasional seizures of the petit 
mal type. His memory is good a.?ld he is approxLmately oriented in all 
spheres. S. is friendly, quiet , and is no behavior problem. The patient 
is on a heavy dosage of anti-convulsives. The doctor feels t hat he could 
adjust in a home where he could receive medication and supervision. G. 
has no financial resources. 
It seems that there are many positive qualities in this case for the 
pati ent to make a good community adjustment. He has adjusted well while 
i n the hospital; his personality has been described as quiet and cheerful , 
which makes him a likeable person to have around. The veteran's model be-
havior is an asset in considering him for a Family Care placement. 
In spite of the better qualities that G. possesses for placement, he 
is minus one vital potential necessary for life in the community, that is, 
his lack of financial resources. In this instance, the social worker is 
presented with a new problem, that of explorL~g community resources in this l 
patient ' s behalf-
Case XIV 
C. is a fifty-eight year old, divorced, non-service-connected veteran 
of World War I. This is the pt:ttient ' s second admissi on to this hospital. II 
The firs t admission was in 1944, when he received treatment for a peri od of 
six months a.n.d was discharged to another facility. C. carries a diagnosis1
1 
of psychosis with organic brain darnage. 
~amily Situation and Social Service Activity 
C.'s only known relative is a sister who lives i n another state. 
===-=-=,---------
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1' social worker contacted this sister and oriented her about the patient's 
illness. Later this sister was contacted to find if she would approve of 1, 
a plan for her brother to be placed on trial visit at the home of very 
close friends of C. The sister gave her consent to this procedure and the 
patient was placed. He was returned to this facility because of an in-
crease in seizures. 
Present Situation 
<;:' .. generally goes out on weekly passes. He has a pla.te in his cran-
ium ar- is givmto seizures and severe headaches. The patient works 
regularly in the canteen. He is felt able, by his doctor, to adjust in a 
sheltered environment and could engage in light work. c. rec@~es a non-
service-connected pension, and has funds in excess of $1 ,500.00. 
Unfavorable in this case is the tendency of the patient to have oc-
casional seizures and to suffer from severe headaches. The social worker 
may experience difficulty in finding a placement for the patient nere the 
caretaker understands this kind of illness and is willing to accept it. 
The patimt' s ability to go on passes may be an indication that he 
would benefit from longer visits i n the community. C. shows initiative in 
working on a regular detail. Another positive f actor is the interest that 
his sister has shown in the patient and her willingness to approve a board-
! 
ing home placement for the veteran. C.'s estate is in excess of $1 ,500.00 
which would care for his financial needs while in the oommunity. 
R. is a fifty-four year old, single, non-service-connected veteran of 
World Wars I and II. This patient has been ill since 1945, and carries a 
diagnosis of psychosis with cerebral arteriosclerosis. 
Social Service Activitz 
As there are no kno'vn relatives, the social worker, in pre-trial visit 
planning with the patient, found him a room in the community. R. was able 
to remain at this placement for three months , when it became necessary for , 
him to be returned for alcoholism and the non-payment of rent. 
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Present Situation 
R. gets along beautifUlly with both patients and personnel. He has 
shown increased ability to abstain from alcohol, his general behaviaris 
described as good, and the doctor feels that this patient possesses good 
potentials for adjustment in a sheltered environment. It is also felt 
that he couJrl engage in light work. 
The lack of known relatives seems to be the major unfavorable factor 
in this case , but this is something that can be worked out. R.'s assets 
seem to be the increased strength that he has shown in abstaining from al-
cobol and his good behavior; he creates no management problem. The pa-
tient's financial resources, which are in excess of $1,500.00, would cover 
expenses incurred in a Family Care placement. 
Case XVI 
M. is a thirty-two year old, single, non-service-c01mected patient. 
He is a veteran of World War II and carries a diagnosis of sc~~zophrenic 
reaction, catatonic type. This patient has been ill for approximately six 
years. 
Fami1J Situation and Social Service Activity 
The patient's f amily consists of both parents, who display tremendoLm 
i nterest in him. The social worker contacted this family to interpret the 
needs of the patient and to find if they would accept the veteran home on 
trial visit. Tre attitude of the family was favorable and the patient was 
placed in the community, where he remained for five months before returning 
to the hospital. 
Present Situation 
M. is quite regressed and asocial. His father is unfailing in sign-
i ng the patient out for week-end passes, and always makes a favorable re-
port of tre veteran's behavior on these leaves. The doctor feels that 
longer visits ma.,r benefit the patient. 
M. is quite ill but is warmly accepted by both parents, who show ex-
tensive insight into his condition. The veteran's f ather is a doctor and 
the family seems to be in no financial difficulty. If the retirement pay 1 
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(amount unlmown) which t he patient receives is inadequate, his f amily is 
interested enough ru1d has the resources to supplement the patient's needs. 
Case XVII 
This case is that of a veteran who, since tlus study began, went on 
trial visit. 
I. is a divor ced, thirty-seven year old, service-connected veteran of 
World War II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, catatonic 
type, and has r eceived hospitalization since 1945, when he broke down in ; 
service . I. was treated with electric shock therapy and improved. 
Family Situation and Social Serviqe Activity 
The social worker visited the veteran's . home, interpreted the patie~ S· 
needs to his parents, and explored their feelings about having him home for1 
trial visit. The parents were ver,v accepting of I. and have had him home 
several times since for trial visit'S. An L11"1restigation by the social 
worker revealed tha.t the patient made a good adjustment for the first six 
months at home. He took an interest in sports and enjoyed frequent trips 
to the seashore. He returned to the hospital after having been in the 
community for a ten-month period, because of an inability to work, as work 
made him irritable. He adjusted well while in the hospital and had fre- 1 
quent leaves of absence. On t he next trial visit, he remained in the com-
munity for eleven months and twenty-seven days. During this period, he 
obtained work on a construction project in his neighborhood. This time 1 
I. returned to the hospital because of a tendency to caress teen-Rge girls.l 
After a short stay in the hospital, the veteran again emerged in the com- I 
munity on trial visit status. He remained at home for eleven months and 
returned because he had suffered twenty-five days with a cold and an in-
fected throat. L has presently been in the community for four months. 
He receives $150.00 a month, which will cover his expenses while he is in 
the community. 
I 
1 Favorable f actors in this case are the financial status of the patient, 
II 
which does not impose a hardship on the family; the warm, accepting atti-
tude of I.'s family; and the ability of the patient to remain in the com-
munity for long periods at a time before seeking re-hospitalization, which :1 
seems to indicate certain strengths in this patient. 
The chief unfavorable factor that the writer sees is the inability 
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of the patient to free himself from the hospital rolls. He manages to 
make more than a marginal adjustment for almost a year, then suddenly some-1 
thing causes him to return. However, he has shovm increased ability to 
remain in the community .for longer periods each time. Perhaps with the 
assistru1.ce of the social worker , I. may be able to reach that point of in- :. 
dependence where emancipation from this hospital will be a reality. II 
The following two cases are those that the doctor has referred to 
Social Service for intensive case work: 
.Case :XVIII 
Patient B. is a thirty-three year old, single, service-connected vet- ', 
eran of World War II. He has a dia~1osis of schizophrenic reaction, para~ 
noid type. 
Family Situation 
B.'s family consists of both parents, who are very interested in him 
but also quite fearful of him. In the event that the patient improves to ,, 
the point where he may be considered for trial visit, another plan of dis- ·I 
position may have to be utilized in his case because of this apparent fear ' 
on the part of his parents. 
This patient was admitted to this facility after sexually seducing 
his mother and threatening the life of his father when the latter tried to 1· 
interfere. The patient felt justified in this act because he believed 1 
his mother asSQmed two roles, one of mother and the other of wife, just as I 
he was himself and God. 
Present Situation 
'I 
I 
For a while the patient went about the ward li!ting the d:es~es of th~i 
female personnel, but lately this tendency has subs1ded. B. 1s 1n good I 
contact, but very suspicious. The doctor would like a male social worker I 
to take this patient i n intensive case work treatment to find if he would II 
respond in a positive manner. Present indications point to the need of 
continued hospitalization for this patient. 
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Case XIX 
D. is a forty-year-old, single, service-connected veteran of World 1
1 War II. He carries a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, catatonic type. 
Doctor 1 s Evaluati:m 
This patient has been given every type of definitive treatment except 
a lobotomy. The doctor feels optimistic in stating that another course of 1 
electric shock would probably make him good disposition material. I 
D. is felt to have strong guilt feelings connected with homosexual ex-
periences in the past, and he also feels guilty over striking his mother. 
The patient is still aggressive, but ·not too assaultive. He constantly 
tears his clothing and gives a typical picture of someone trying to atone 
f or a wrongdoing . 
These patients are in good contact, but are quite suspicious of othersll 
and lack insight into their condition. Both patients have retreated when- 1 
ever attempts were made to form a relationship. The doctor feels that if 
the social worker is able to effect a positive relationship, there is the 
possibility of the patients gaining insight enough to respond to psycho-
therapy or intensive case work treatment. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This is Part lii of a group study of the problem of disposition, which 
hopes to answer the following questions: Vfuat are the physical and mental 
I 
limitations of the patients considered for placement at this timet What 
problems are encoUL~tered in the process of planning? The survey especial-
ly hopes to uncover the role that Social Service has assumed in the past 
and the probable role of Social Service in the present process of planning. ' 
The purpose of Part III has been to contribute both qualitative and 
quantitative material as part of the series of patients studied in the 
group project. To elicit the material for such a survey, fifty patients 
who were admitted to this institution between July 11 and November 5, 1945, 
were studied . The following are the findings about the patients studied: 
The ages of these patients ranged from twenty-five to eighty, with the 
largest percentage falling in the age level of twenty-five to thirty-four. 
The under-fifty age group included thirty-six patients. 
Thirty-eight patients were veterans of World War II. These figures '' 
stood in contrast to the figures for the hospital as a whole , in which only 
thirty-five per cent of the patients were World War II veterans.1 The 
civil status of these patients indicated that thirty-eight are single. 
Reviewing the pension status, fort7-one of the veterans were found to be 
1 Statistics were provided the writer by Miss Elizabeth A. Ahern, 
Assistant Registrar at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford, 
Massachusetts. 
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service-connected and were rated as having a one hundred per cent dis-
ability. The rest of the patients received non-service-connected dis-
ability benefits, ;dth only one patient receiving no monetary assistance 
at all. In contrast with these figures, hospital statistics show that of 
the World Wars I and II patients, 894 are service-connected and 699 are 
non-service-connected.2 
In this series there were only three competent patients. There ·were 
thirty patients with fiduciaries and ten patients whose benefits were dis- 1 
I 
bursed to the hospital to be accredited to the account of these patients, 
who are incompetent and have no guardians. 
As to the diagnosis of these patients, it was found that the schizo-
phrenic disorders constituted the largest group, which included forty-one 
of these cases. Of the patients who were felt ready for trial visit now, 
and in the foreseeable future, nine were schizophrenic. 
Thirty-one patients have had previous hospitalizations. The length 
of illness varied from five to nine years. One patient's illness dates 
from 1919 , but he has been able to enjoy intervals in the community, some-
times for a period of five years. This same veteran has a series of six 
discharges from mental institutions. Two-thirds of the patients have re-
ceived electric shock treatment ; two pat ients have had lobotomies; and 
several have had both electric shock therapy and insulin shock therapy. 
Refer to Table V. 
Fifty per cent of the patients have at one time been referred to 
Social Service for pre-release plannL~g. The social worker was able to 
2 Ibid. 
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effect .this in twenty-one of the twenty-five cases . The pre-release plan ! 
ning by the social worker entailed i nvestigation and evaluation of the home1 
situation and interpretation of the patient's illness to his f a.mily , i nforjL 
I 
ing them at which l evel he may be able to adjust . 
Of those patients who were recommended for trial visit status, eight 
vrere candidates for Family Care pl acements. Of this group, two had social! 
problems centered around their r el atives, and one patient needed assistance 
from the social worker in building up his security to the point where he 
will be able to leave the i nstitution . There were several patients sub-
ject to sei zures, which made it necessary for the social worker to find 
placements where tPE caretakers understood this kL~d of illness and were 
II 
I 
~ I 
willing to accept the patients. Several patients had no f amilies. There 
is the problem of placement for an indigent patient whom the doctor feels 
is ready for discharge into the community. 
There were only ni ne patients who l acked the benefits of Social Serv-
i ce entirely . Of these nine patients, there were two who the doctor f elt 
would presently improve with t he case work treatment rendered by Social 
Service. The remaining seven patients were quite asocial and impulsive , 
or else inaccessible. 
The ma jority of patients have experienced hospital leave; t wenty- one 
pat i ents have been on trial visit; nine pat ients have not emerged from the 
II 
hospital si nce the day they were admitted. One patient returned f rom i' 
trial visit because of the death of his f ather , another returned f or denta1
1 
I 
treatment , and the others returned for alcoholism and t he exacerbation of 
t heir psychotic symptoms . 
----I ___ _ 
--~, --
The educational picture for the group of pa.tients who were possible 
candidates for dispositbn was average . There were eight patients who 
were in the high school status; two had experienced some form of college 
training; there were five whose educational attainments v.ere unknoWn. 
'1 
J 
,, 
'I 
The occupations of these patients ranged from the s illed to the un- II 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
skilled labor. The patients ' potentialities for resuming their former 
trades wer e doubtful. 
Concl usions 
The majority of the patients had a long-term hospitalization and had , 
received treatment at t wo or mare ment al institutions. For the most part , 
t hese patients were chronic .schizophrenics who needed the protective en-
viron~ent of the hospital. 
The financial status of the majority of the patients would allovr for 
placement into the community, except in one instance . 
Of the patients who were extended trial visits, only one showed any 
ability to remain in the corununit,y for any length of time , witl1 
,I 
the excep- l 
tion of the patient who is presently on trial visit (the second patient ~h1 
is out i s the one being commented on). Very few of the patients engaged 1 
in any type of work. It may be that the receipt of a pension fosters the I 
I dependency of these patients. 
There ere indications that many patients who were abl e to adjust in II 
I' 
II 
I 
the permissive atmosphere of the hospit al were not able to withstand the 
pressures of a complex society. 
The visiting records do not necessarily r eflect the interest of the 
~ -= -=--=--=-= ===-
relatives. It was found that many patients have people who f eel free to 
vi sit them while they are hospitalized, but would refuse to accept them 
home on trial visit. 
Of the patients who vrere r ecol!lrnended by their doctors for tri al visits , 
.I 
I, eight were potential Family Care candidates. For the most part, they were 
d 
physically and mentall y unabl e to engage i n strenuous activities and could 
1 
not return to their former means of livelihood. 
The over-all educational status of these patients was just about aver-
1 
age , and t he occupations of the patients were largely unskilled and called 
for a great output af energy. 
It seems that t he greatest activity of Social Service was centered 
around pre-release pl anning and the gathering of social histories. I n 
these patients who are probable disposition candidates , the social worker 
has the responsibility of findLng suitable Family Care homes. In one in-
stance, there is the need of Social Service to build up the ego strengths 
of t he patient . There is the problem of finding adequate resources for 
indigent patients who are ready for hospital discharge planning; and, last, 
there is the taSk of working intensively with suspicious patients in an ef-
1 
fort to have them gain insight into their condition. 
Apf?41(fo~ 
Rich~rd K. Conant 
Dean 
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APPEl'lDIX 
SCHEDULE - WORKSHEET 
I. Identifyi..11g Data 
1. Name. ____________ _ 2.R# ___ _ 3.C# _____ _ 
4. Ward"--- 5. Race. ____ _ 6. Religion,__ __ _ ?.S.C._ NSC_ 1 
8. Date of Birth. ___ _ 9.Adm.Date ______ __ 10 .Ma.ri t al Status 
----
ll.Competency ______ _ 12. Commitment. ___ _ 15.No.of Depend. _____ __ 
14.Dates of Mil.Serv •. ______ _ 15.Mental Illness in Fam. 
----
II. Disabil ity 
1. Diagnosis: Mental..__ ________ _ Physical. ___________ ____ ___ 
2. Adverse Socia l Factors: 
a. Conflict with f amily _______ ____ _ -----------------b. Illness in family ___________ ________________________ __ 
c. Adverse financial status of family _ _________________ _ 
III. Previous D~spositions 
1. Type Reason f or Return: 
to -------------to ______ _ 
to ____ __ _ 
to--------
2 . Residence During Previous Dispositions 
a . Immediate family _ _ _________ ______________ _ 
b. Other relatives. ___________________________ _ 
c. Friends, _____________ _ 
d. Room. ____________ ________________ ~-------
IV. Financial Data 
1. Source of income. _________________ __ 2. Amount, _______ _ 
3. Disbursal of income __________________ _ 4. Amount. _______ _ 
v. Remunerative Skill 
==~--
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VI. Education 
VII.Persons Who May Aff'ect Disposition 
1. Relationship Name Address 
a. _______________ __ 
b. ________________ __ 
c. _______________ ~ 
VIII. Visiting Record 
1 2 3 4 
2. Relationship 
a . Regular ______ _ 
b. Irregular ____ _ 
c . Rarely: _____ _ 
IX. Attitudes of Persons Who Ma..y Affect Disposition 
Relationships: 1. _____ _ 2. _______ _ 3. _______ _ 
a. Eager for release to home. _________________________________ __ 
b. Eager for release elsewhere'----------------- ------
c. Disinterested~-------------------------d. Complete Rejection. ____________________________________ ___ 
X. Social Service Activity 
1. V'!ho contacted --------
2. Why -~-----~----
3 . Result (pos.or neg.) ___ _ 
4. Extent of contact'-------
XI. Doctors Evaluation 
............................. __________ __ 
